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Abstract 
 

In the present era, there exist massive amounts of unstructured data especially 

in the Agriculture domain. Hence there is a need for an efficient information 
extraction design for its use in various applications. This issue can be 

addressed by the construction of ontology. The primary objective of this 

research is to extract important information predicate and their relationship 
using the machine learning algorithm for the construction of agriculture 

domain-based ontology related to the subject context. The carried out work 

takes live stream information from SPARQL query, preprocesses, and 

performs ontological domain extraction and mapping. The predicate ranking 
using the ISigmoid Mean clustering algorithm is implemented to extract the 

Autobot response against the input text entered. Finally, the developed 

algorithm is classified with the available Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and 
Decision Tree algorithms. In this paper, an Autobot Recommender System, 

“Autobotology” is designed to extract important information predicates from 

DBpedia Virtuoso Server a reply to the user’s request. The term extraction 

output for the decision tree algorithm yields precision 0.9, recall 0.978, and 
F-measure of 0.938 respectively when compared to the other algorithms. The 

decision tree algorithm thus performs better in combination with ISigmoid 

mean clustering with a weighted average precision of 97.6%. 
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1 Introduction  
 

 Domain-specific ontology has shown its utilization in agriculture. As 
agriculture data are available in huge amount, it remains unutilized due to its 

unstructured nature. In developing countries, the factual collaboration of the 

recent findings with the existing data is still missing [1,2]. Today machine 
learning plays an essential role in the domain of data mining, information 

retrieval, and visualization. However, machine learning models built with 

incomprehensible and unclear functions are utilized in the existing chatbot 

applications. These models are time-consuming and are trial and error 
process. Hence there exist a challenge in developing transparent and more 

explainable machine learning-based chatbot providing users of the agriculture 

domain a better and unique experience in their web services [3,4].  
 Our primary objective was to extract important information predicate and 

their relationship using the machine learning algorithm to create an 

agriculture domain-based ontology related to the subject context. The carried 
out work takes live stream information from SPARQL query, preprocesses, 

and performs ontological domain extraction and mapping [5,6]. The predicate 

ranking using the ISigmoid Mean clustering algorithm is implemented to 

extract the Autobot response against the input text entered. In particular, the 
developed algorithm is classified with the available three approaches: i) 

Naive Bayes, ii) Random Forest, and iii) Decision Tree. The original scheme 

of the K Mean clustering algorithm is modified with the inclusion of 
ISigmoid Mean to suit the needs of the agriculture domain. Comparing the 

achievements of the existing approach, the best classification is provided on 

collaboration with the Decision Tree algorithm when compared with the 
other two approaches fulfilling the objective of the research described [7-12].  

 In this paper, an Autobot Recommender System “Autobotology” is 

implemented to extract important information predicates from DBpedia 

Virtuoso Server a reply to the user’s request over Virtuoso Faceted 
agriculture-based web services providing the user unique web experiences. 

The rest of the section in the paper is organized as mentioned: Section 2 

reviews the various related works on how ontology-based information 
extraction is implemented. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed 

methodology, extraction of important information predicates. Section 4 

discusses the response of the proposed Autobot Recommender System 

“Autobotology”. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion and scope for 
future improvement. 
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2 Related Works 
 

 The term relationship extraction is generally understood as a part of the 
ontology generation. The extraction of the predicate relationship from the 

subject context is still a challenge and has attracted many researchers in the 

field. The major scheme in ontology construction for predicate relationship 

extraction is from Wikipedia text and DBpedia ontology [13]. Several authors 
have attempted to define ontology construction in various contexts.   

In [14], the authors has presented a novel scheme, a   spoken dialog system 

for information extraction on applying semantic parsing over the web texts 
using the predicate argument structure. The conventional information 

extraction methods for the web domain are expensive and fail to respond to a 

partial match. The system proposed by [15] parses both the web texts and 

user queries for the extraction of the information structure. The system 
Recommenders even on the least partial match either with an answer or 

proactive presentation. In the case when none of the entries match, it applies 

Naive BOW (Bag of Words) Model; here the word occurrences are 
represented as a vector, matching the vector the document retrieved. Though 

the authors have found an innovative solution, on analyzing the evaluation 

for a newspaper article corpus the error rate found was 24% approximately 
for both the speech and text input. Koichiro et al. statement on the ontology 

construction schemes application in other domains can be considered in this 

paper.  

 In [16], the authors have proposed a new procedure “WEB2ONTO”. The 
procedure extracts concepts and relationships for constructing an automatic 

ontology, ensures ontology of the same relationships are not stored. The web 

page identifier with URL, considered as input. This avoids the working of the 
same webpage twice. The HTML elements and tags are removed, only the 

text extracted to an XML file. The compatibility of its usage in resolution 

tools such as Stanford CoreNLP, Ling Pipe, and Javarap was tested, Stanford 
CoreNLP gives better results compared to the other resolution tools. 

Considering the test results the author utilized Stanford CoreNLP as the 

coreference identifier for their approach. Further, the Name Entity 

Recognizer classified the name categories into concepts with their type and 
relationships [17]. The relations are properties in a semantic web language. 

Finally, the authors have generated the ontology in the RDF file. Thing is a 

parent class and other top classes inherit the Thing. For example: “The 
University of Roorkee is a Ranked University” is of the form 

The University of Roorkee; is_a; University 

NER detects this as 

  The University of Roorkee; is_a; Organization 
 

The relation is in the form 

  The University; is_a; Organization 
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 The average precision of WEB2ONTO ontology was 0.84 and recall 0.79 

making it suitable for taxonomic/non-taxonomic relationships. For the 
ontology of the same relationships, the WEB2ONTO will not insert a triple 

can be improved further by covering all information while extracting correct 

triples.  

 There is a considerable amount of literature on the ontology construction 
from unstructured text documents. In [18}, the author has put forward a study 

on the ontology construction in unstructured Chinese texts utilizing episode-

based fuzzy inference. Events collection those that occurred together forms 
an episode. In [19], the author defined the triple (term, POS, index), i.e. the 

term position in a sentence is denoted as the index. To gain episode accuracy 

the punctuations are filtered and sentential verbs are retained. In [20], the 

authos represents how Phylotastic has tended to the difficulties of making 
and refining phylogenetic investigation work processes utilizing technology 

of logic programming . The utilization of fuzzy inferences considered by [21] 

solves the complex language processing problems and constructs the 
ontology for Chinese text. With Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), In [22] and 

[23] proposed a methodology for ontology development, with the expect to 

coordinate  data that shows ambiguous  and implicit data.  However cases on 
rapid context changes, for example, automated query expansion based 

ontology construction in the news domain remains a challenge. Hence 

ontology retrieves user-centric information effectively, holding the concepts 

and relationships. Concept declaration and relationship discovery are the key 
terms for ontology construction. Agriculture is a field that lacks in satisfying 

farmers the most needed information such as crop, soil, fertilizer 

recommendations, policies, and scheme announcements for improving the 
market value of agriculture products, etc.  

 In [24], the authors suggested an approach for term and relationship 

extraction on crops for ontology construction in the agricultural domain. The 
extraction utilized linguistic, contextual, and statistical methods. The 

approach followed the NER Scheme, applied for the extraction of seed terms. 

The term extraction carried out words of length three.  

 Considering the agriculture domain the context of Indian Agriculture is 
insufficient as surveyed by researchers in [25] and [26] the thesaurus such as 

ARGOVOC and NAL are complex in terms of user perspective. This 

insufficiency in knowledge on the extraction of agriculture text requires a 
more sophisticated technique concerning information dissemination and term 

extraction.  

In [27], the authors identified generalization and specialization relationships 

for the terms is_a and is_type _of. For example 
is_a(agriculture equipment, tractor) 

is_type_of(crop, tuber) 

 The relationship specifies the term tractor is_a agriculture equipment and 
tuber is_ type_of crop. The relationship here is asymmetric and transitive. In 
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the case of domain-specific text, intercrop relations can be taken into account. 
Considering intercrop (green gram, maize) means maize and green gram are 

intercrops. Once the input text received the positions are validated for a 

context window of ±10. An intercrop (coconut, vanilla) are sub relations for 
the subclass crop representing symmetric relation. The scheme was validated 

for the precision of 88% on training data. Although the literature reviewed 

presents meaningful information for ontology construction, its utilization in 
agriculture domain and unstructured information extraction is still a 

challenge. Moreover, insufficiency in the agriculture text context prompted in 

the design of the proposed Autobot Recommender System by modifying the 

KMean clustering algorithm with its inclusion of ISigmoid Mean to suit the 
needs of the agriculture domain providing the user unique web experience. 

Vijayakumar et al. Implemented a techniques to verify the MAC address in 

the dynamic network environment  proposed Demonstrates L-diversity and t-
closeness to retain privacy when dealing with attribute linkage attacks using 

deep learning.  

 

3. Research Methodology 
 
 In the new research era design of an Autobotology has greater scope in 
providing web services to users of specific interests. The data from web 

pages require preprocessing, mapping, and ranking before classification and 

visualization.  

 As mentioned in section 1, the ISigmoid Mean clustering algorithm is 
used for the extraction of important information predicates. The essential 

requirement in an Autobot is the understanding of the user request, avoiding 

errors. The recognition of the search text is context- independent focusing 
subject content and predicate relationship based on the considered object. The 

domain experts selected patterns after analyzing 1000 plus pages of 

agriculture text in DBpedia are considered for this study. In this paper, we 
propose a supervised learning framework for an Autobot Recommender 

System “Autobotology”. The system responds to the user search request in an 

explicit manner.  

 The framework shown in Fig. 1 allows the machine learning component 
to present the decision level of a human expert. Automatic important 

information predicate extraction follows supervised extraction towards 

ontology construction from the entered domain search text. In the proposed 
framework the relationship extraction using the Virtuoso server and DBpedia 

is considered. Text annotations are performed by DBpedia. Initially, the 

SPARQL query live stream hyperlinks are accessed to understand the linked 

data and perform preprocessing. The triplets of the form <Subject, Predicate, 
Object> related to the text are extracted and stored in the XML format.  
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Figure 1. Framework of the Proposed Autobot Recommender System 

 Wikipedia’s RDF version to resolve node unambiguity is the DBpedia, 

represents the nodes {vi}  V and entities in the Linked Data sentences are 

{ei}.  

For example,  
 The sentence, In August 2010 Aeva began the production process of their 

third film with Steve. The entities resolved by DBpedia, i.e. the frameworks 

identified are dbpedia: Aeva, and dbpedia: Steve. Further, the type assigned 
for each node is aligned with the vocabularies of the existing Linked Data. 

For Example, dbpedia: Aeva hastypeschema.org: Film Group (Prefix 

schema.org: stands for http://schema.org), for the entity film. This remark the 
path used for the predicate label generation and the nodes are connected with 

vsubj and vobj and with the DBpedia resolved entities. 

 

Algorithm – LinkData Processing and Term Extraction 

Labels concatenation expressed as (vsubj, vobj) 
For a given pair,  

The paths P(vsubj, vobj) the shortest distance to connect vsubj, vobj is 

identified 

Terms matching with sentence considered 
Labels in the path edges extracted 

If the node_type belongs to taxonomy; all nodes of general_type in 

taxonomy extracted (except the type for vsubj, vobj) 
Follow the alternate sequence and concatenate the labels in 

P(vsubj,vobj) 
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 Thus the predicate label generated denoting the occurrence of event path 
connected to (vsubj,vobj). In case of tree representation the event for node h, 

denoted as Event(h). This includes the label of type_h, the path begins from h 

and ends with vobj representing the tree’s rightest branch. Rationally the 
tree’s right branch expresses the important information predicate relationship 

between two nodes of 230 instances.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In ontology extraction, the process acquires data from various sources. 

Further, they are mapped into groups utilizing Direct Mapping, an approach 
that automatically converts the relational data into ontology. The RDF 

Schema (RDFS) follows rules defined by Tim Berners Lee for the creation of 

RDB schema-based Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) automatically. The 
approach is easy to understand with low semantic interoperability exhibiting 

the rapid creation of direct RDB representation as shown in Fig. 2. 

 In unsupervised classification, the data clustering creates object groups or 

clusters. Here similar objects are contained in the same clusters i.e. objects 
are distinct in different clusters. Traditionally cluster analysis utilized in data 

mining, denoted as an initial step of knowledge extraction. Clustering groups 

data objects into disjoint class having high resemblance among the objects of 
the same class. ISigmoid Mean clustering algorithm partitions the low 

dimensional datasets into many clustering tasks. k used as cluster parameter 

for a division of n objects into similar clusters having dissimilar objects. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Algorithm – Hierarchal Tree Structure Construction 

For a given pair (vsubj, vobj)and P, the shortest path connected.  

P (vsubj, vobj) is a tree rooted in h, for the event Event(h) 
- Extract  P (h,vobj) from P(vsubj, vobj)  

- Extract labels in P (h,vobj), for those term extracted from s having 
a similar match 

- Extract the general_type label for each vi in P (h,vobj) 

- Consider the alternate sequence in P (h,vobj) and concatenate the 
labels 

- If P (f,vobj) length==1, passive verb then WiBi_type_ vobj 

appended with the label concatenation 
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Figure 2. Example - Information Predicate Relation Extraction of Agriculture Text 

Algorithm - ISigmoid Mean clustering 

 The algorithm finds cluster centre (C1 …… Ck), where squared 

distance of each data point, xi ,1 ≤ i ≤ n, to its nearest centre Cj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 

k, is minimized. 
For a given initial set of k means m1........mk 

Step1: Selects random k objects, representing cluster centre 

Step2: Object xi  assigned to the nearest cluster centre i.e. to the most 
similar centre 

}1,)(||)(:||{)( ||||
22

kjttt
jpppi mjxmixxS  

 

Where  xp is assigned to one S(t) 
Step3: Computes the new ISigmoid Mean for all cluster and reassigns 

the object  
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e
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x
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Isigmoid functions often return value of range either 0 or1 

 
Step4: Performs normalization and sub-plotting 

Step5: Iterates until no changes happened to the objects assigned. 

 
 ISigmoid Mean clustering performs predicate analysis based on the usage 

and popularity listed by the predicate ranker. In ISigmoid Mean clustering 

algorithm, the popularity function probability is calculated using the 

Euclidean distance formula. The Euclidean distance between two texts of 
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mean m1 and m2, the standard deviation of s1 and s2 with a threshold value 
T is expressed in Equation (1) [10] 

Tssmm   )21()21(
22

                                                                             (1) 

 In the proposed framework shown in Fig. 1 the Euclidean distance 

enhances the cluster quality. The novel schemes of the KSigmoid Mean is the 

i) calculation of normal distance using normalization and ii) popularity 
ranking based clustering. These are categorized into two classes i) 

Recommended and ii) Not Recommended. Thus in the proposed novel 

approach as the input text entered by the user, it generates the ISigmoid mean 
and random function. Based on the generated ISigmoid mean it applies 

normalization and performs sub-plotting. Once the normalization procedure 

gets completed the iteration starts until there is no nearest point to get 
accurate position. Finally, the total time gives the betterment in cluster 

accuracy. The similarity value for synonyms is recommended and set to 1. 

Also, closely related term pairs have similarity value 1. For example, 

(Blackpepper, clove) are closely related terms. Hence the synonym terms 
have to satisfy the axioms of transitivity and symmetricity [1]. Naive Bayes 

is the simplest and scalable classifier, works on conditional probability. The 

possible outcomes for a class Ck using conditional probability are expressed 
in Equation (2) 

)(

)/()(
)|(

xp

kxpkp
xp ck
                                                                                   (2) 

 The probability that document D contains words wi for a class C is 
expressed in Equation (3) 

)/()/( cPCDp
I

iw                                                                                      (3) 

 The common task in text data mining is the classification. Classification 

assigns class labels for a document. An initial corpus set of known class 

labels is used in supervised learning-based text classification. The corpus 
splits the datasets into train and test datasets to evaluate the performance of 

the classifier. Apart from Naive Bayes the Random Forest and Decision tree 

algorithm are implemented to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
system. 

 
4 Results and Discussion 
 
 The proposed work designed an Autobot Recommender System 
“Autobotology” where the system gets the user request and provides reponses 

with the important information predicate for the subject of interest. Here in 

the agriculture domain “Blackpepper” belonging to plant kingdom of 
magnoliid class is considered as the “subject” for the Autobotology 

experiment. The evaluation results with subjective analysis for SPARQL 

query live information for a DBpedia Virtuoso is carried out in the 
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Autobotology recommender system. The major threat in this area is to 

understand the search text and provide only an important predicate of the 
source document.  

 Though ontology introduces many formal knowledge representation tools 

building text corpora using ontology is difficult due to unstructured data. 

Information extraction takes unstructured documents as input those are 
pervasive on the users. Those programs that perform the information 

extraction are termed as extractors or wrappers. Autobotolgy is the online 

human request computer response system. 
 The designed Autobotology recommender system is evaluated for the 

function request- response in the information retrieval perspective. The user 

logs in and inputs the search text as requests to the system. The system built 

with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4500U CPU and 8G RAM PC working on the 
windows 7 operating system. Apache Jena API written in Java and the Triple 

extraction technique is used to construct the ontology. To facilitate the review 

process short agriculture text is used. The information defined by unique 
triple, two triples has same subject, object, and predicates is listed a same 

synonym representing one information. Fig. 3 represents the implemented 

Autobotology for the subject= ”Black_pepper” and Table 1 its object and 
predicate relationship of the same subject “Black_pepper” considered as an 

example. 

 
Figure 3. Design of the implemented Autobotology for the subject=”Black_pepper” 
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Table 1. Predicate Ranking for the subject= ”Black_pepper” 

S.No. Predicates Usage Popularity Rank 

1 22-rdf-syntax-ns#type 96 1 

2 Owl#sameAs 80 2 

3 Subject 33 3 

4 WikiPage External Link 12 4 

5 Synonym 8 5 

6 Rdf-schema#seeAlso 7 6 

7 Name 5 7 

8 Order 5 8 

 
 Table 1 specifies the predicate ranking of important information 

predicates. For the considered subject Black_pepper the user request 
probably searches popularly for its type showing the popularity ranking 1. 

The other popular search terms are its synonym, name order, etc which have 

a low ranking.  

 

Ontological view of the Proposed Autobot Recommender System 

 The construction of ontology requires the model of complex knowledge 

and efforts to handle access and evaluate the data for classifying different 
objects in a sustained document. Hence creation, maintenance, and update of 

ontologies are difficult. The method presented here intends to facilitate this 

including i) the usage of large repositories into published knowledge 
enriching existing ontologies, ii) the automatic classification of new entities. 

The automatic classification system can be particularly used for plant 

species-based ontology construction. Similar and normal sequnce can be used 
for the case of new or extension of other plant species. Unfortunately 

similarity sequence and operations produce huge erroeous annotations, 

precluding the construction of functional ontologies automatically from the 

simple study of sequence relations. Similar process can be facilitated and 
rationalized by application like the one presented in Fig. 4. 

 The classifications those derived automatically support consistency 

checks compare to the manual ontologies. For example, similarity in related 
crops can be constructed easily as ranking and classification share common 

information. On situations even when manual classifications are correct still 

suggestions on human experts prevails on its consideration. 
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Figure 4. Ontological view of the Proposed Autobot Recommender System 

 

 
Figure 5.  Protégé Visualization – Agriculture Autobotology 

 Figure 5 displays Protégé visualization tab that visualizes classes and 

instances in the developed ontology. Finally Fig. 6 displays the information 
extraction for the considered subject=”Black_pepper”. 
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Figure 6. Implemented Autobot Recommender System’s Information Extraction 

 The performance analysis of the information extraction and extraction of 

relationship is done separately. Relationships are not analyzed similar to 

terms. Precision (Fig. 7), recall (Fig. 8), F-measure(Fig. 9) and ROC (Fig. 10) 
are calculated for term extraction. The precision of the proposed scheme for 

Decision Tree for the searched agricultural text is 90%. The method performs 

better showing an average precision of 97.6%.  The extracted terms and 
relations are generated to create an agriculture ontology in Protégé view of 

the ontology generated as shown in Fig. 6. Early bosom diagnosis and 

treatment for breast cancer using a model which is developed using antenna. 
 Further, the implemented performance of the ISigmoid Mean cluster-

based information extraction is compared with the Naive Bayes, Random 

Forest, and Decision Tree algorithms as shown in Table 2.Proposed Machine 

learning techniques to analysis stock exchange using candlestick pattern 
detection.  
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Figure 7. Comparison - Precision  

                      

Figure 8.  Comparison - Recall 
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Table 2. Classification Accuracy - Comparison of the Algorithms 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                  

 

 

 

 
Figure 9.  Comparison – F-Measure 

 
Figure 10.  Comparison – ROC Area 

 The characteristics of the trained datasets are observed and compared 

with three classification algorithms. Features of term represents document, 
having a single word, phrase, or string. Documents distinguished in a corpus, 

and the feature of each document represents numeric values exhibiting the 

importance of the term in the document. The study adopts the use of 

Precision, Recall, F-Measure, and ROC to evaluate the performance of the 
algorithms experimented. This is depicted in Table 2. Essentially, precision 

shows the positive predictions and recall the actual positives the model can 

identify. The Precision and recall is expressed in Equation (4) and (5) 
 

Precision =TP/(TP+FP)                                                                              (4) 

Recall =TP/(TP+FN)                                                                                   (5) 
 

 Weighted Average precision of Decision Tree is 0.976 (Fig. 7), its recall 

is 0.974 (Fig. 8) and F-Measure 0.974 (Fig. 9). 

 Weighted Average precision of Random Forest is 0.64, its recall is 0.8 
and F-Measure 0.711. Similarly, the Weighted Average precision of Naive 
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Bayes is 0.884, its recall is 0.757 and F-Measure 0.781. comparing the three 

algorithms Decision Tree combination of ISigmoid Mean has produced better 
results. The decision tree requires less number of training sets. The matrix  

encodes on the number of times the Autobot has retrieved and recommended 

their search text answers. The success task measured using the Kappa 

coefficient. The Kappa coefficient of the Autobot  based confusion matrix  is 
expressed in Equation (6) 

)(1

)()(

EP

EPAP
k




                                                                                            (6) 

Where P(A), proportion, and P(E) probability of agreement by chance. If the 
answers are recommended then denoted as k=1, and if not recommended 

denoted as k=0. 
 

Table 3. Performance Evaluation Comparison of the Algorithms 
 

Parameters Naive Bayes 
Random 

Forest 

Decision 

Tree 

MAE 0.2302 0.1748 0.0304 

RMSE 0.4415 0.3188 0.1576 

RAE 69.2259 52.5779 9.1407 

RRSE 110.1796 79.5582 39.3276 

 

 
Figure 11. Comparison – Error Measure 

  

 From Table 3 and Fig. 11 specifies the error measure comparison of the 

algorithms, the Decision tree shows the least measure with the classification 

accuracy is 97.3913%. Also, the mean absolute error is very low compared 
with the other two algorithms.  
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5 Conclusion 
 

 The work presented the ontology creation and Autobot Recommender 
Sytem “Autobotology” for the Agriculture domain. The ISigmoid Mean 

clustering algorithm in combination with Decision Tree classification 

performs better in the agriculture subject. However, extensions can be done 

for other domains such as query expansion, sentiment analysis etc. The 
Autobotolgy is evaluated for 97.6 % good precision. Relations in terms of 

corpus size and variety can be considered for future scope.  
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